COVID-19 DATA CHALLENGE
NAVIGATING LIFE AND WORK IN BORDER COMMUNITIES

Office Hours with Mentors

Tuesday, September 8
12:00 PM PT to 2:00 PM PT – Office hours with Melissa Floca (English or Spanish) – For teams who need help identifying a focus for their project or working with Mexican data [REGISTER HERE]
2:00 PM PT to 3:00 PM PT – Office hours with Catherine Cramer (English) – For teams who need help identifying a focus for their project or with idea development [REGISTER HERE]
3:00 PM PT to 5:00 PM PT – Office hours with Maria Flores (English or Spanish) – For teams who need help with demographic data analysis, transnational networks, or user-centered design [REGISTER HERE]

Wednesday, September 9
12:00 PM PT to 2:00 PM PT – Office hours with Isabel Corcos (English) – For teams who need help with US or San Diego County data [REGISTER HERE]
2:00 PM PT to 3:00 PM PT – Office hours with Catherine Cramer (English) – For teams who need help identifying a focus for their project or with idea development [REGISTER HERE]
3:00 PM PT to 5:00 PM PT – Office hours with Maria Flores (English or Spanish) – For teams who need help with demographic data analysis, transnational networks, or user-centered design [REGISTER HERE]

Thursday, September 10
1:00 PM PT to 2:00 PM PT – Office hours with Melissa Floca (English or Spanish) – For teams who need help identifying a focus for their project or working with Mexican data [REGISTER HERE]
4:00 PM PT to 6:00 PM PT – Office hours with Peter Rose (English) – For teams who need help with data analysis with COVID-19 Net Knowledge Graph/using Jupyter Notebooks [REGISTER HERE]

Friday, September 11
1:00 PM PT to 3:00 PM PT – Office hours with Catherine Cramer (English) – For teams who need help identifying a focus for their project or with idea development [REGISTER HERE]